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COMPLETELY RIGHT PURE MONOIDS 

By VICTORIA GOULD 

Department of Mathematics, University of Manchester 

(Communicated by T. J. Laffey, M.R.I.A.) 

[Received 30 June 1986. Read 16 March 1987. Published 31 July 1987.] 

ABSTRACT 

A monoid S is completely right pure if all its right S-systems are absolutely pure; 
we show that this is equivalent to all right S-systems satisfying a weaker notion of 
purity that we call almost pure. This approach produces a new characterisation of 
completely right pure monoids in terms of right ideals and right congruences that 
is analogous to a characterisation of completely right injective monoids, given by 
several authors. Using this result we prove that a monoid S is a completely right 
pure union of groups if and only if it has local left zeros and is such that for each 
finitely generated right ideal I and each finite subset A of S\I, there is an idempotent 
generator of I that commutes with all elements of A. 

1. Introduction 

Throughout this paper S will denote a given monoid, that is, a semigroup with 

identity. By the term S-system we shall mean a right unitary S-system over S. So 

an S-system is a set A together with a function p: A x S-+A such that p(a, l) = a 

and 9(a, st) = (p(q(a, s),t) for any a E A and s, t e S. For 9(a, s) we write simply 
as. 

A monoid is completely right injective if every S-system is injective. Such monoids 
have been studied by several authors. In [3] Feller and Gantos give a characterisation 

of completely right injective monoids that are unions of groups as those monoids 
with 0 for which every right ideal I is generated by an idempotent that commutes 

with all elements of S\I. The papers [4], [8] and [10] each give characterisations 

of completely right injective monoids, generalising the result of [3]. 
If all S-systems are absolutely pure then we shall say that S is completely right 

pure. A characterisation of completely right pure monoids was given in [5], but is 
clearly not satisfactory. This paper attempts to remedy this by giving a 

characterisation of completely right pure monoids in terms of right ideals and right 
congruences that is a closer analogue of proposition 2.1 of [4]. 

The main tool used is the notion of an almost pure S-system, defined by weakening 
the concept of absolute purity. Monoids for which all S-systems are almost pure 
can be described in an analogous, but much simpler, fashion to proposition 4.5 of 

[5], which characterises completely right pure monoids. If S is completely right pure 
then clearly all S-systems are almost pure. However, it is not difficult to show that 

the converse of this is also true. Thus we have a new characterisation of completely 
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right pure monoids. This result is then used to describe completely right pure monoids 
that are unions of groups as those monoids that have local left zeros and are such 

that for each finitely generated right ideal I and each finite subset A of S\I, I has 

an idempotent generator that commutes with all the elements of A. 

2. Preliminaries 

This section contains definitions and background results needed for the rest of 
the paper. As far as possible we follow the notation of [7]. In particular, E(S) will 
always denote the set of idempotents of S. We assume a basic knowledge of semigroup 

theory such as may be found in [2] or [7]. 

We shall be considering equations with constants from an S-system A. Such 
equations are said to be equations over A. An equation over A has one of the three 

forms 

xs=a xs=xt xs=yt 

where s, t e S, a E A and x, y are variables. 

If A is an S-subsystem of an S-system B then A is (almost) pure in B if every 

finite system of equations (in one variable) over A, having a solution in B, must 
also have a solution in A. If A is (almost) pure in all S-systems containing it then 

A is absolutely pure (almost pure). 

A system of equations X over an S-system A is consistent if X has a solution in 

some S-system containing A. Thus A is absolutely pure (almost pure) if and only if 
all finite consistent systems of equations (in one variable) over A have a solution in 
A. It is known that A is injective if and only if all consistent systems of equations 

over A have a solution in A [5]. 

Our first result gives some justification for the introduction of almost pure S 
systems. 

Proposition 2.1. A monoid S is completely right pure if and only if all S-systems are 

almost pure. 

PROOF. We need only show that if all S-systems are almost pure then all S-systems 

are absolutely pure. 
Suppose then that all S-systems are almost pure. Let n be a natural number and 

assume that for any S-system A, all finite consistent systems of equations over A, 
in no more than n variables, have a solution in A. Clearly the assumption is true 

for n = 1. 

Let A be an S-system and let X be a finite consistent system of equations over 

A in variables xl, . . . , x, 1. Since X is consistent, E has a solution (b, . . . , b,+1) in 
some S-system B containing A. Note that C = A u b,S u ... u b,S is an almost 

pure S-system and A c Cc B. 

From ? we construct a new system of equations by considering only those 
equations in which x,,,l appears and replacing in these equations each xi, iAn + 1, 
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GoULD-Completely right pure monoids 75 

by bi. Denote by ' this new system of equations. Then ' is a finite system of 
equations over C in one variable. Since ' has solution bn+i in B, ' is consistent 
and as C is almost pure, X' has a solution c,+, in C. Thus (bl, .. . , bn, cn+i) is a 

solution of Z in C. 
If cn 1eA then let X" be the system of equations obtained from X by replacing 

x"+1 with c, . Then E" has n variables, constants from A and solution (b1, .. . , bj. 

By assumption, Y" has a solution (c, . . . , c") in A. Then (cl, . . c, c", c ,) is a solution 

of X in A. 

Otherwise, c,,, e b1Su ... u bnS. Without loss of generality we may suppose that 

c., = bf,s, s E S. In this case let E" be the system of equations obtained from X by 

replacing x, I with x,,s. Then Z" has n variables, constants in A and solution 

(bl, . . , bj) in C. By assumption, X" has a solution (cl, . . , c") in A and then 

(cl, . . , c", c,s) is a solution of S in A. 

The result follows by induction. 

For an S-system A and a subset H of A x A we denote by p(H) the congruence 

generated by H, that is, the smallest congruence v over A such that Hc v. 

Lemma 2.2 [9]. The ordered pair (a, b) is in p(H) if and only if a = b or there 

exists a natural number n and a sequence 

a = c1t1, d1tl = c2t2, . . . dn-Itn-I = Cnt., dntn = b, 

where tl,. . .9 tn are elements of S and for each i E {I,... , n} either (ci, di) or (di, cl) 

is in H. 

A sequence as in Lemma 2.2 will be referred to as a p(H)-sequence of length n. 

For any congruence p on A, the set of congruence classes of p can be made into 

an S-system, with the obvious action of S. We write A/p to denote this S-system 
and [a],, or simply [a] where p is understood, for the p-class of an element a of A. 

It is convenient to state as a lemma an easy result, which we shall use without 

further comment. 

Lemma 2.3. The following are equivalent for a monoid S: 

(i) S is regular and its principal right ideals are linearly ordered with respect to 

inclusion, 
(ii) every finitely generated right ideal of S is generated by an idempotent. 

3. Almost pure S-systems 

An S-system A is finitely presented if A is isomorphic to F/p where F is a finitely 

generated free S-system and p is a finitely generated congruence on F. A discussion 
of finitely presented S-systems is contained in section 4 of [6]; a particular 
consequence of this is that an S-system is finitely presented and cyclic if and only 
if it is isomorphic to S/p for some finitely generated right congruence p on S. 

Proposition 3.1. An S-subsystem A of an S-system B is almost pure in B if and only 

iffor every cyclic finitely presented S-system M, for every S-homomorphism yv: M-tB 

and for every finite set L of M such that yq(L) c A, there exists an S-homomorphism 
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/: M-A with @/(a) = y/(a) for each a e L. 

PROOF. Suppose that A is almost pure in B and M, yv are as given. We may assume 

that M = S/p where p is a finitely generated right congruence on S. If p/I8, the 

identity congruence on S, let p be generated by {(s,, tl) : 1 $ i ? n}. If L # 0 put 

L = {[m1],.. . , [mJ} and aj = y([m1]) for je {1, . . , r}. 

If ptl sand ie{l,...,n}, then 

yl([Il)s= =djsJ)= t([tJ)= 

and if LO 0andjc {1, ... ., r}, 

Crl])mj-r= v([mJ]) = 
aj. 

Thus if p/I Is or LO 0, 

Z = {xsi = 
xt1: < _ i < n } u 

{xmj 
= 

aj <i j ? r} 

is a system of equations over A in one variable with solution yd([l]) in B. By 
assumption, S has a solution a in A and the required S-homomorphism is given by 

r ([s]) = as. For the case where p = Is and L = 0, choose any a e A and define 9 

as above. 

Conversely, suppose that the given condition holds. Let S be a finite system of 
equations over A in one variable with solution b in B. Consider the S-system Slp, 
where p is generated by {(s, t): xs = xt E Z}. Define w S/p-*B by V([s]) = bs. Then 

for each equation xp = a e E, yw([p ]) = bp = aeA. By assumption, there is an 5 

homomorphism 9 : S/p-+A with Qpp]) = (4p]) for each equation xp = a e Z. It is 

not difficult to see that 9([1]) is a solution of S in A. 

It is convenient in the next proposition to use the fact that any S-system A can 

be embedded in a minimal injective extension I(A) of A that is unique up to 

isomorphism [1]. The S-system I(A) is the injective envelope of A. 

Proposition 3.2. The following conditions are equivalent for an S-system A: 
(i) A is almost pure; 

(ii) given any diagram of S-systems and S-homomorphisms 

A 

{o MAN 

where M is cyclicfinitely presented, N is finitely generated and 1: N-tM is an injection, 

there exists an S-homomorphism Vg: M-*A such that 
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A 

v f 
M N 

is commutative; further, for any s,, . . s, s, in S there is an element a in A with 

a=as,= . -=as,,. 

PROOF. (i)=:(ii). The first part is just as in [5, proposition 3.8]. 

It is easy to see that any injective S-system contains a one-element S-subsystem. 

Hence given any elements s,,. . . , sn of S, 

E {xs = x I i ?:I n} 

has a solution in I(A). As A is almost pure in 1(A), Z has a solution a in A, so 

that a=as1 = ... = as". 

(ii)=>(i). Let A be an S-subsystem of an S-system B. Let M = S/p be a cyclic 

finitely presented S-system, yr: M--B an S-homomorphism and L a finite subset of 
M such that V(L) A. We consider first the case where L = 0. If p'Is, let 

{(si, t.): I < i < n} be a generating set for p and choose a e A with 
a = as = at, = as2 ... = at.. If p = Is, pick any a E A. Then one obtains a well 

defined S-homomorphism ir: M-?A by putting i ([s]) = as. 

Suppose now that L = {[m1], ... , [mj]} where r E Ni. 
Let N = [mJ]Su. .. u[mJS and let 0 be the S-homomorphism yN: N-+A. By 

assumption there is an S-homomorphism : M-4A such vz = 0, where f: NM 
is the inclusion mapping. For any j e { 1. .., r ([mJ]) = @ ([mi]) 

= 0([m]) = v([mj]). It follows from Proposition 3.1 that A is almost pure in B. 

At this point we make a new definition. For a monoid S we say that S has local 

left zeros if, given any finite subset {s,,. . , sj of S, there is an elememt s in S with 
S = Ss1 = ... = Ss, 

Proposition 3.3. The following conditions are equivalent for a monoid S: 

(i) all S-systems are almost pure; 

(ii) S is completely right pure; 

(iii) S has local left zeros and satisfies (*): 
(*) given any finitely generated right congruence p on S and any finitely 

generated right ideal I of S, there is an element s of I such that for any u, v 

in S, if upv then supsv and for any w e A wpsw. 

PROOF (i)(ii). This is Proposition 2.1. 
(ii)=>(iii). It is immediate from proposition 4.5 of [5] that S satisfies (*) 

The existence of local left zeros follows from (ii) of Proposition 3.2 and the fact 
that S is an almost pure S-system. 

(iii)=>(i). Let A be an S-system, M a cyclic finitely presented S-system, N a 
finitely generated S-subsystem of M and 0: N-+A an S-homomorphism. We may 
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assume that M = S/p for some finitely generated right congruence p on S and 
N = [1]I for some finitely generated right ideal I of S. Let s e I be chosen to satisfy 
(*). Defining y/: M-}A by yr([t]) = 0([st]), one sees that vr is an S-homomorphism 

extending 9. 
If S, ... , s. are elements of S then choose u E S with u = us, = ... = usn and 

let b E A. Putting a = bu we have a = as= as,. From Proposition 3.2 we 

have that A is almost pure. 

Corollary 3.4. Let I be a finitely generated right ideal of a completely right pure 
monoid S. Then I = eS for some e E E(S). 

PROOF. Putting p = I, in (*), there is an element e E I such that w = ew for any 
w E L In particular, e = e2 so that e E E(S) and the result follows. 

4. Completely right pure monoids that are unions of groups 

We begin this section by quoting two results of [3], where they are given for 

monoids in which every right ideal is generated by an idempotent. However, the 

proofs only require that every finitely generated right ideal be generated by an 

idempotent, a condition that is satisfied by completely right pure monoids. 
An ideal I of a semigroup S is prime if ab E I implies that a E I or beIL 

Lemma 4.1 [3]. Let S be a monoid in which every finitely generated right ideal is 
generated by an idempotent. 

(i) For any e,fe E(S), if Se = Sf, then e= 

(ii) For any a, be S, if a Yb then a'Wb', for any inverses a', b ' of a, b 

respectively. 

(iii) Let I be an ideal of S and a, b, c E S: 

(a) if a e I then every inverse a' of a is in I; 

(b) if a * I and c e I, then Sac = Sc; 

(c) I is a prime ideal of S. 

Proposition 4.2 [3]. Let S be a monoid in which every finitely generated right ideal 

is generated by an idempotent. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) S is a union of groups; 

(ii) everyY-class of S is a group; 

(iii) every finitely generated right ideal of S is two-sided. 

We now show that for monoids that are unions of groups the statement of 

Proposition 3.3 can be weakened. In this case we can also characterise the completely 

right pure monoids in terms of elements and ideals. 

Proposition 4.3. Let S be a monoid that is a union of groups. The following conditions 
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are equivalent: 

(i) S is completely right pure; 

(ii) S has local left zeros and satisfies(44): 

(**) given any finitely generated right congruence p on S and any finitely 

generated right ideal I of S that is a union of p-classes, there is an s E I such 

that for any u, v in S, if upv then supsv, and for any w E I we have wpsw; 

(iii) S has local left zeros and satisfies (t): 

(t) given any finitely generated right ideal I of S and any elements a,, a . .n, 
E S\I, where n E Ne there is an f E(S) with I = fS and for any i, j E1.. . 1, n} 

a ia1 = a, fa, 

for any inverses al',aj of ai,aJ respectively. 

PROOF. (i)=>(ii). This is immediate from Proposition 3.3. 
(ii)=iii). Let I be a finitely generated right ideal of S. As in the proof of 

Corollary 3.4 one can show that I = eS for some e E E(S). 

Now consider a finite number of elements a, . . . , a, of S\I. Define p to be the 

right congruence on S generated by {(a,aj) : I < i,j < n> We show that I is a union 

of p-classes. From Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2, I is a prime ideal of S. Let h E I 

and suppose that hpk. If hl k then there is a p-sequence 

h- = ct,dt, = c2t2, . . . , d,t, = k 

connecting h and k. As I is prime and cl 0 I we have that t1 E I and so d1t1 E I. This 

gives that t2 E I and so d2t2 E I- Continuing in this way one sees that k E I and it 

follows that I is a union of p-classes. 

We apply (**) to obtain an x E I such that if u, veS and upv, then xupxv and 

xwpw for all w E It 

Let h E I and let hpk as above. If h k then clearly Sh = Sk, otherwise we may 

use Lemma 4.1 to obtain 

Sh=Sc1t=St] = SdltI = Sc2t2 Sdtt,=Sk 

and so h Yk. 
From epxe we have e9' xe and so ei(*(xe ) 'xe for any inverse (xe)' of xe. 

Again using Lemma 4.1 we have that e = (xe)'xe. Every finitely generated right 

ideal of S is generated by an idempotent; from this it is easy to see that S is orthodox, 

that is, E(S) is a subsemigroup. Theorem IV 1.1 of [7] gives that ex' is an inverse 

of xe for any inverse x ' of x and so also e = ex 'xe. Put f = x 'x, where x ' is an 

inverse of x. Note that f = x"x for any inverse x" of x. Now fe E(S) n L, which 

gives that fS c eS and ef = f Then from e = efe we have eS = ftS c fS and so 

fS = eS = I. 
Let i, j I, n}. We have aipa1 and so xaipxaj. But xai,xaj E I so that xajYxa 
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and (xai) 'xai = 
(xaj) 'xaj for any inverses (xa) ', (xaj) ' of xai, xaj respectively. It follows 

that aif ai = ax'xai = ai'x'xajQ = af a. for any inverses ak', aj' of ai, a, respectively. 

(iii)=-(i). Let I be a finitely generated right ideal of S. If I#A S = 1S, there is 

an element a = a, E S\.L An application of (t) gives that I is generated by an 

idempotent. 
Now suppose that A is an S-system and that A is an S-subsystem of an S-system 

B. It follows from the fact that S has local left zeros that every finite system of 

equations without constants has a solution in A. 
Let X be a finite system of equations over A in one variable, where a constant 

appears in at least one equation of X, and suppose that X has a solution h in B. 

Write X as 

Z={xs =xti I < i < n}l u{xm = 
a, < ir} (1) 

or 

={xmn = al < ji r} (2) 

as appropriate. 
If X has form (1), define a subset K of {1 . . ., m} by putting K = {i: bs, = bt1eA} 

and let 

I= U m1SU U(siS u tiS). 
je {l r} ifE K 

If E has form (2) put 

I= U mjS. 
jE (I,. * *, r} 

In either case, if sel then bseA. In particular, this shows that for any ie{ I. . ., n} 

si E I if and only if ti E L Using (t) one can choose f E (S) with I = fS and such 

that if i E {l, . . . , n}\K, then sirfsi = tifti for any inverses s,',tf of si, ti respectively. 

As f E l we have bf E A. If j E{ l,. . , r}, then bfmj = bmj = aj, since f is a left 

identity for I. If icK then bfsi = bsi =tI = bfti. If i e{l, ... , n}\K then si,t1XIand 
as the principal right ideals are linearly ordered we have that fS siS and fSc t,S. 

Since S is regular we can choose inverses si', ti' of si, ti respectively. From 

fSc siS = ssi'S we have ss,' = f and, similarly, titi'f = f Then since b is a solution 

of X, we have 

bfsi = bs4fs, = btit'fti = bfti. 

Thus bf is a solution of X in A. If follows that all S-systems are almost pure and 

so from Proposition 2.1, S is completely right pure. 

We now give an analogue of theorem 3.2 of [3]. 

Theorem 4.4. The following conditions are equivalent for a monoid 5: 

(i) S is completely right pure and is a union of groups; 
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(ii) S has local left zeros and, given any finitely generated right ideal I of S and 

any finite subset A of S\I, then I has an idempotent generator which commutes 

with all elements in A. 

PROOF (i)(ii). Let I be a finitely generated right ideal of S. Corollary 3.4 gives 

that I is generated by an idempotent, which takes care of the case where A = 0. 

Now suppose that A = (al,. . , anj (=S\L Since I US, I is not in I and we consider 

B = Au{l}S\I. From (t) there is an element feE(S) with I=fS and 

f If I= a19faj for any inverse a,' of aj and for any ic {I,... , n}, giving that 

a-f = ajfa1. As the principal right ideals of S are linearly ordered, ajajS9fS or 

fS r a1z4S. The former is impossible since at ajaj and aj 0 . Thus fS =aa,gS and 

so af = 
faj as required. 

(ii)=t(i). Let I be a finitely generated right ideal of S. Let s E S, b E L If s E I 

then sb e I. If s 0 I then by assumption I = fS for some fe E(S) with fs = sf. So 

sb = sjb = fsb c- L Hence I is a two-sided ideal and so Proposition 4.2 gives that S 

is a union of groups. 

Now take I to be a finitely generated right ideal and let al, . . , an E S\l. Let f 

be an idempotent generator for I with fai = aif, 1 < i < n. For any ic {l, ... , n} 

and for any inverse af' of ai, a/'a1 E S\I because I is an ideal. Since the principal right 

ideals of S are linearly ordered we have that fS cz a,'aiS which gives that 
fa='aaf = a'fai. It follows immediately that (t) holds. 

Corollary 4.5 [9]. Let S be a monoid whose idempotents are central. Then S is 
completely right pure if and only if S has local left zeros and every finitely generated 

right ideal of S is generated by an idempotent. 

For our final result we recall from [2] that a semigroup U is right simple if U 

is the only right ideal of U. If in addition U is left cancellative, then U is said to 

be a right group. Theorem 1.27 of [2] states that a semigroup U is a right group if 

and only if U is right simple and contains an idempotent. 

Theorem 4.6. Let S be a completely right pure monoid that is a union of groups. 

Then eachA'-class of S is a right group and S is a chain of its3-classes. 

PROOF. From Corollary 3.4, the principal right ideals of S are linearly ordered with 

respect to inclusion. 
Let R be an i#'-class of S. Then R = Re for some e E E(S). Let a e Re and let 

a' be any inverse of a. It follows from the fact that aS and a'S are ideals of S that 

aAa' and so a' e Re. If also b e Re then clearly abS c aS. Since abS is a prime ideal 

of S, either a E abS or b E abS. So either aSc abSc aS or bSc abSc aS = bS, which 

gives that ab E Re and Re is a subsemigroup of S. 

Fix a cERe. If b E Re and a' is an inverse of a then a'b E Re and b = aa'b, so 

that Re= aRe. Thus Re is a right simple semigroup containing an idempotent and 

so theorem 1.27 of [2] gives that Re is a right group. 

For any s E S and inverse s' of S one may show as above that si#isKiss?#s's. 

Let Re, Rf beg7-classes of S where efe E(S) and eScfS. Let a E Re and b E RJ? 

Then absc aS = eS and since abS is a prime ideal it follows that abS = eS and 

ab E Re. Further, aScbS = b'bS so that b'ba = a. Now baS is an ideal, so a E baS 
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and as aS is an ideal, ba E aS. Consequently, baS = aS and ba e Re. Thus ReR? 'Re 

and RfR ae R, as required. 
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